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Bringing Efficiency to Inefficient Markets  
 

Executive Summary 
The Calm Before the Storm (or Pandemic): COVID-19 Sure to Devastate, Just Not Quite Yet 
 
M&A activity in 1Q20 for North America totaled $400.8 billion across an estimated 3,169 total deals. This was a 
25.1% YoY decline in deal value and a 2.6% YoY gain in total transactions, with the former largely being affected by 
a deficiency in multi-billion dollar deals. In the U.S., 1Q20 produced a YoY estimated deal count gain of 5.19% with 
transactions totaling 2,898 deals, while estimated deal value fell to $372.23 billion for a YoY loss of 26.06%. Although 
vigorously coming onto the scene in late February, experts believe the effects of COVID-19 were widely hampered 
by a large number of previously negotiated deals. Looking forward, M&A activity is highly anticipated to decline as 
the effects of Coronavirus make their way into the pockets of businesses and the minds of dealmakers. 
 
1Q20 began the year in impressive 
fashion for PE in the U.S. with an 
estimated count of 1,384 closed deals 
totaling $186.4 billion (shown in the deal 
flow chart on the next page). These numbers 
represent increases of 7.29% and 6.02% 
from 1Q19, respectively. The middle 
market (MM) in the U.S. accounted for 
885 of the total 1,384 closed PE deals, 
and $150.8 billion of the $186.4 billion in 
total deal value, both representing 
monumental YoY increases of 14.2% and 
31.1% respectively. These figures are once 
again believed to be supported by previously 
negotiated deals.    
 
Per GF Data’s Fall 2020 Key Deal Terms Report, average valuations in the MM (deals with a Total Enterprise Value 
“TEV” of $10.0 million - $250.0 million) increased to 7.4x TEV to EBITDA in 1Q20 from 7.1x in 4Q19. In YoY 
terms, the TEV/EBITDA multiple increased 8.82% from 6.8x with 90 total deals in 1Q19.   
 
Leverage as measured by total debt to EBITDA was 3.9x for the MM in 1Q20 (constant from 3.9x in 4Q19). Senior 
debt to EBITDA multiples also increased from 4Q19 to 3.4x in 1Q20 according to GF Data (see graph below). 
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Bringing Efficiency to Inefficient Markets  
 
Executive Summary 
Battling Through the Unthinkable: COVID-19 Delivers on Devastation Predicted in 1Q20  
 
M&A activity in 2Q20 was an uphill battle as COVID-19 rattled industries to their core and decreased deal-making interests in 
just about every sector, with the exceptions of tech and healthcare. Deal value in North America totaled $336.8 billion across 
an estimated 2,025 total deals. This was a 26.7% YoY decline in deal value and a 33.1% YoY drop in total transactions, though 
many believe the damage is even greater as 2Q19 was an underwhelming year in its own right. Quarter over quarter, these 
numbers represent a 24.2% decline in deal value and a 41.1% drop in deal count. In the U.S., 2Q20 produced an estimated 1,820 
deals totaling $306.9 billion for a YoY decrease nearly identical to the North American data of 33.1% and 26.6% for deal count 
and value, respectively.  
 
Private Equity in the U.S. was unfortunately no 
exception to the negative trends of COVID-19, as 
2Q20 brought staggeringly low numbers including 
the lowest PE deal count in 7 years. PE in the U.S. 
finished with an estimated 783 closed deals totaling 
$144.12 billion for the quarter, representing declines 
of 41.8% and 35.1% from 2Q19, respectively. In 
contrast, U.S. PE experienced noticeable increases in 
EV/EBITDA buyout multiples, increasing from 12.5x in 
2019 to 14.3x YTD in 2020. Experts believe the U.S. is 
likely to encounter a “W” shaped recovery, indicating 
that a second wave of cases could prolong physical 
and economic downturns in the coming months. 
 
Despite plenty of change in 2Q20 from COVID-19, middle market valuations remained unchanged from previous quarters, as 
reported in GF Data’s Fall 2020 Key Deal Terms Report. Said valuations remained constant at an average of 7.4x Total Enterprise 
Value (TEV) to EBITDA in 2Q20. On the flip side, the second quarter brought considerably lower deal volume and debt utilization 
within GF Data’s 227 active PE contributors, with completed deals falling to 31 transactions as opposed to 82 in 1Q20, and Total 
Debt falling to 3.3x EBITDA compared to the 3.9x in 1Q20. See the chart below for the YoY figures corresponding to these QoQ 
numbers.  
 

 
 



 

 

 
The View From Above 
1Q19: Overshadowed by Previous Quarter 
Although M&A deal count in North America and Europe 
lagged in 1Q19, deal value was significant and consistent 
with 1Q18 and 3Q18, coming in at $777.1 billion. The first 
quarter of 2019 followed the highest deal valuation quarter 
in the past 10 years (4Q18 deal value was $1.1 trillion for 
North America and Europe). As for U.S. M&A activity, 1Q19 
resulted in a $415.1 billion valuation across 1,754 deals. 
1Q18 had a similar valuation ($441.3 billion) for almost 
double the number of deals (3,232).  Additionally, 1Q19 
followed an impressive 4Q18, which had 2,390 deals valued 
at $706.2 billion. Taking a look at each quarter back to 2010, 
4Q18 had the highest valuation by far with 2Q16 being the 
closest at $607.3 billion.  

 
U.S. PE deal activity in 2018 was at its highest level when 
analyzing data back to 2008. There were 5,006 closed deals 
with a  total deal value of $716.81 billion. As for 1Q19, it was 
the weakest quarter in terms of deal count since 2Q14, 
which also had a similar deal value to 1Q19. The results for 
the quarter were 993 estimated deals with a value of $121.4 
billion.  
 
Add-on acquisitions continued to represent the majority of 
buy-out activity (71%) in 1Q19. 
 
Deal exit volume dropped in 1Q19 to 164 exits worth $41 

billion (compared to 279 exits worth $41 billion in 4Q18). Of 
total US PE exits, 84% of exited deals and 66% of exited 
capital was attributed to the MM. The decline in the number 
of exited deals continues to be attributed to the decline in 
Secondary Buyouts (SBO’s), which were down from 51% of 
exited capital in 4Q18 to 38% in 1Q19. SBO’s are transactions 
where a PE-owned portfolio company sells to another PE 
fund. Additionally, the decrease in exits can be attributed to 
the longer holding times exhibited by GPs as of late. GPs have 
been “holding onto their winners,” according to PitchBook. 

 
SBO’s showed somewhat of a comeback in 4Q18 as attractive 
exit opportunities, but 1Q19 reversed any momentum of the 
upward trend of SBO’s.   
 
From a sector standpoint, IT PE deals continued to increase 
(1Q19 IT PE deals made up 21% of deals, up from 19% in 
2018). Healthcare dropped by 1% to 15 % in 1Q19 compared 
to 2018. B2B rose from 34% of deals in 2018 to 37% of deals 
in 1Q19. All other sectors remained flat or decreased slightly. 
 
According to PitchBook, capital raised by PE funds in 1Q19 
totaled $45.5 billion committed across 29 funds, compared 
to $45 billion in capital raised across 43 funds in 4Q18. 
Analyzing further, the MM accounted for 57% of capital 
raised across 86% of funds raised. 
 

 

*Pitchbook defines the Middle Market (MM) as deals having a TEV of $25.0m - $1.0bn; all other deals are > $1.0bn 

*Strategic Advisors defines the Lower Middle Market as deals having a TEV of between $10.0m and $250.0m 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

APPENDIX – HISTORICAL CHARTS 
 

  

  
 
  

  



 

 

About Strategic Advisors 
 

Strategic Advisors is a middle market investment-banking firm that helps clients achieve financial and business goals 
by providing merger and acquisition advisory, corporate finance advisory and strategic consulting services. Along with 
many years of experience in advising middle market clients, our Managing Directors have experience investing in and 
managing portfolio companies. As a result, Strategic Advisors not only has expertise in advisory services but also 
firsthand knowledge of what stakeholders, investors, and lenders expect and desire. 
 
When considering a sale of your business, the acquisition of a business, or the restructuring or recapitalization of your 
balance sheet, the best pathway for achieving your expectations is a well-run process that addresses all your business 
and personal goals. Strategic Advisors is accustomed to working with business owners to determine the best pathway 
to achieve their goals and objectives. Give us a call to discuss your possibilities. 
 
Strategic Advisors works with clients across diverse industries. Selected recent transactions include:  

 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For  
more information, please contact any of the professionals listed below or visit our website at: 
www.strategicad.com 
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2019 PE Outlook, 2019 Private Market Playbook, 1Q19 M&A Report, 1Q19 US PE Breakdown, 1Q19 US PE Middle 
Market; GF Data® Distribution Drilldown June 2019, February 2019 Leverage Report, February 2019 M&A Report, 
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Important Information:  
Securities transactions are conducted through StillPoint Capital, LLC.  
13301 W Hillsborough Ave, Suite 101  
Tampa, FL 33635  
813-891-9100   
www.stillpointcap.com  
Member FINRA/SIPC. 
 
Please be advised that the accuracy and completeness of this information are not guaranteed. The opinions 
expressed are those of the author(s) and are not necessarily those of Strategic Advisors or StillPoint Capital, LLC. 
 
The material is distributed solely for informational purposes and is not a solicitation of an offer to buy any security 
or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Any forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes 
only and are not to be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation. 
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